
Centralize visitor management  
property-wide 
Strike the perfect balance of security and 
experience by streamlining visitor registration  
in the main lobby.

Get a holistic view of who is on-site

Know who’s expected at each suite, who they’re 
visiting, when, and why.

Customize visitor experience for  
each tenants

Tenants can customize visitor emails, entry 
requirements, and notification settings to create 
the best experience. 

Streamline building security with  
a master invite log 
Manage physical access control

As tenants invite visitors on-site, property admins can manage 
each visitor’s approval status and grant temporary access to 
designated areas.

Simplify visitor sign-in

A smooth check-in process and instant host notifications ensure 
welcoming arrivals and prompt greetings.

Plug in your existing tech stack

Integrate with the systems your building already uses for access 
control, block lists, background checks, and more. 
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Envoy Connect

Streamline visitor 
management for  
multi-tenant buildings
Keep your buildings secure and exceed tenant expectations with  
a visitor management platform designed for property owners.

envoy.com/connect  |  Reach out to connect@envoy.com or (877) 669-5759 to get started today
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The ultimate multi-tenant visitor 
management platform

How it works
Step 1: Tenants invite visitors via custom-branded emails. 

Step 2: Security team sees a real-time log of all visitors expected 
in the building. 

Step 3: As visitors check in with security, hosts receive instant 
notifications. 

Step 4: Approved visitors scan QR codes at turnstiles or elevators. 

Step 5: Hosts welcome visitors to their suite, where they complete 
check-in.  
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Cloud-based security console

Give main lobby security the tools they need to screen and 
check-in every guest.

Instant notifications

Notify tenants’ hosts when their guests arrive via email, Slack, 
Teams, and more.

Easy implementation

Let tenants link their Envoy account to yours in just a few clicks.

Property analytics

Understand occupancy trends by tracking visitor foot traffic 
across all tenants.

Master visitor log

Maintain a digital record of all your property’s visitors to ensure 
auditory compliance.

Property-wide blocklist

Safeguard your building by screening all visitors against a 
comprehensive block list.

Security integrations

Connect with external systems for access control, Wi-Fi, 
background checks, and more.

Real-time tenant invite sync

Know who’s expected at each tenant suite with an up-to-date 
visitor log.
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